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	Developments in Speech Synthesis, 9780470855386 (047085538X), John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Contemporary speech synthesis is perceived as inadequate for general adoption for user interaction, largely because it rests on an inadequate model of human speech production and perception. This book reviews the underlying model, brings out areas of inadequacy and suggests how improvements might be made. It is argued that a greater understanding of the fine detail of speech will enable new research and application initiatives. The authors draw on their extensive experience in both theoretical and applied research to bring forward proposals for producing more natural sounding synthetic speech.
	Provides an overview of the current work in speech synthesis, including a critical review of markup systems (including XML and SSML) embedded in interactive applications.     
	Argues that naturalness in synthesis will benefit from enhancements to underlying models of prosody which more accurately account for the properties of human speech, yet can also be productively transferred to speech synthesis.     
	Emphasises the importance of an explicit and extensible architecture as the basis for future developments, stressing particularly the importance of close modelling of expressive and emotive content – key features of naturalness.     
	Focuses on the dynamic nature of prosody, as opposed to the more usual static treatment, especially as an adaptive model compliant with pragmatic and environmental constraints.     


    Developments in Speech Synthesis provides the basis for a comprehensive approach that will appeal to speech synthesis and language technology engineers specialising in building dialogue systems. It will also be an invaluable resource for computer science and engineering students at both advanced undergraduate and postgraduate levels, as well as researchers in the general field of speech synthesis.       
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Trump Strategies for Real Estate: Billionaire Lessons for the Small InvestorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
DONALD TRUMP BECAME a billionaire in real estate by making a
series of incredibly creative and successful investments in New
York City properties. He is now the largest real estate developer in
New York and is widely acknowledged to be one of the most brilliant
real estate investing minds anywhere. For example, in the early...

		

Pathology and Genetics of Skin Tumours (IARC WHO Classification of Tumours)World Health Organization, 2005

	This book provides an authoritative guide to the histological and genetic typing of human tumors of the skin. This volume covers keratinocytic, melanocytic, appendageal, haematopoietic, soft tissue and neural tumors, as well as inherited tumor syndromes. Each tumor is introduced with a concise definition and discussion of nomenclature,...


		

Best of Christmas Ideas (Better Homes & Gardens Crafts)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Christmas is a magical time for all ages. Whether you love a traditional approach or like to mix it up from year to year, you’ll fi nd plenty of merry ideas inside this book for making your holiday a jolly celebration. Many of the materials and items used in this book can be found at fabrics, hobby, and crafts stores....




	

Handbook of Chemical Technology and Pollution Control, 3rd Edition, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2006

	The objectives of the second edition have been maintained and updated to 2005 in the current volume where users will find that one third of the references, now totaling more than 1300, are new to this edition. At the same time most of the in-depth Further Reading suggestions are new to this volume, and production data of some 30 tables...


		

Chihuahua (Smart Owner's Guide)Kennel Club Books, 2010

	
		Smart Owners Guide Chihuahua is the first interactive breed book of it kind to offer new and novice owners a fun new way to learn about caring for their loyal companions. Chihuahua offers the most up-to-date online support with instant access to Club Chi™ where owners can meet and interact with other dedicated owners,...



		

Genes and Proteins Underlying Microbial Urinary Tract Virulence: Basic Aspects and Applications (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2000

	Proceedings of the FEMS Symposium on Genes and Proteins Underlying Microbial Urinary Tract Virulence: Basic Aspects and Applications, held September 16-19, 1999, in Pécs, Hungary.

	Urinary tract infections are among the most frequent diseases caused by microbial pathogens. In this volume, researchers, clinical microbiologists...
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